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Experience More Energy and Vitality 
by using our AkuRy EnergyCardFor general 

enquiries an sales, 
please contact:

AkuRy GmbH
Gabelsberger Str. 3
D-63225 Langen

T: +49 - 61 03 - 57 03 10
info@akury.de
www.akury.de
www.akury.com

Visit our online shop at  

www.akury.com

AkuRy GmbH – Products and services for your 
wellbeing

AkuRy GmbH develops, manufactures and markets 
products that promote human wellbeing and minimise 
the harmful effects of environmental influences.

AkuRy products function based on the principle taken 
from quantum physics that everything that exists has 
a unique characteristic mode of vibration.  Mechani-
cal and digital clocks operate on the basis of vibration, 
along with computer chips, which make specific use of 
the strong oscillating characteristics of crystal quartz. 

Thanks to thorough research, it has become possible 
for us to replicate natural original vibrations and to 
store them on a suitable carrier medium.  Based on 
this key principle, we provide products that support 
all people who are looking to attain good health and 
wellbeing.

We’ve tested the Akury Energy Card and we strongly 
recommend it:

Fritz-Albert Popp Institut
Alexander Popp, D-69493 Hirschberg,  
www.fritz-albert-popp-institut.de

Dr. med. Dietrich Klinghardt, MD, PhD.
Medical Director of the Institute of Neurobiology and Head 
Physician of the „Comprehensive Medical Center” in 
Bellevue, Washington - USA

Dr. Charles T. Krebs, PhD.
Founder of the LEAP Program, Cambridge,  
Massachusetts - USA



Further information on our products
www.akury.com

Note:
For the purposes of the Advertising Code of Practice for ‘Therapeutic 
Products’, AkuRy Products have been tested using only partially 
scientifically-based methods and therefore their ef-
fectiveness on any individual cannot be assured 
with total certainty.
This material is presented for educational 
information only. AkuRy Products may 
provide protection against damaging 
environmental pollution.
However, they should not be used 
as a substitute for the medical 
advice of your own doctor or 
any other health care profes-
sional.

AkuRy products for your wellbeing

The AkuRy Energy Card helps liberate vital energy that 

positively benefits all living things.

Water is in a constant state of vibration
Because the nuclei of atoms are in constant oscillation, 
water picks up not only the substances with which it 
comes into contact but also their electromagnetic oscil-
lations, and it stores them.  This fact is supported by 
the research of the Japanese water scientist Dr Masaru 
Emoto.

The information stored in the water is retained even 
when the foreign substance can no longer be positively 
detected.  As with homoeopathy, the healing vibrational 
information of dissolved molecules is stored in ‘water 
memory’.  Because the ability of water memory is so 
efficient, this information can actually be used to purify 
water in energetic terms, removing all negative charac-
teristics from foreign material before it can be used for 
drinking.

Raise the vibrational level of your food

Based on this principle, the AkuRy Energy Card re-
energises water using information from originally 
‘pure’ water molecules and it therefore helps revitalise 
it by re-establishing the true molecular arrangement 
of water.

The AkuRy Energy Card works similarly with food and 
other drinks too.

Try it out yourself.  Food and drink that has been 
revitalised and energised by the AkuRy® Energy Card 
tastes much more tender and more flavoursome.

Amazing benefits every day

The AkuRy Energy Card looks quite similar to a cheque 

card.  So that the card can be used daily over a long 

period of time, we use a strong and hard form of PVC as 

the base material.

The Energy Card is created using a unique method 

developed by AkuRy and so it does not lose its high-

vibrational characteristics.

Reliability

The AkuRy Energy Card is effective within a distance of 
40cm. We can confirm that the Energy Card retains 100% 
of its power for many years after its purchase. 

Easy to use

To energise food or a drink, simply place the AkuRy En-
ergy Card under the food for about 3 minutes.   Because 
the Energy Card works within an area of 80cm radius, 
you can also leave an Energy Card permanently in your 
refrigerator or food store cupboard. 

The beneficial effects of the AkuRy Energy Card has 
been proven in tests.

Energy and vitality for your body
Because the human body comprises over 70% water, the 
AkuRy Energy Card has been shown to also enhance vital 
energy levels when you carry it with you.

According to tests conducted by the International Institute for 
Biophysics (run by Professor Popp) in Neuss, Germany, the 
AkuRy Energy Card beneficially acts as a powerful influence 
on our body’s regulatory system. 

The proof of its effectiveness was established using a regula-
tion therapy device developed at IIB by Alexander Popp, Bio-
photonic International Institute of Biophysics (IIB), in Neuss, 
Germany.

In every single person tested at IIB, their regulation system 
opened up within 10 minutes of carrying an AkuRy Energy 
Card and their energy levels increased significantly.

The AkuRy Energy Card can also be carried in your handbag 
or wallet, and its effectiveness remains at 100% within a 
distance of up to 40cm.


